THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
THE JAMES WOLFE
SENTENCE FOR MIKE
FLYNN, LEAK
INVESTIGATIONS, AND
THE SIGNAL
APPLICATION
Yesterday, Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson sentenced
former SSCI head of security James Wolfe to two
months in prison for lying to the FBI. In her
comments announcing the sentence, Jackson
explained why she was giving Wolfe a stiffer
sentence than what George Papadopoulos and Alex
van der Zwaan received: because Wolfe had abused
a position of authority.
“This court routinely sentences people
who come from nothing, who have nothing,
and whose life circumstances are such
that they really don’t have a realistic
shot of doing anything other than
committing crimes,” Jackson said. “The
unfortunate life circumstances of those
defendants don’t result in a lower
penalty, so why should someone who had
every chance of doing the right thing, a
person who society rightly expects to
live up to high moral and ethical
standards and who has no excuse for
breaking the law, be treated any better
in this regard.”
[snip]
Wolfe’s case was not part of special
counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation,
but the judge compared his situation to
two defendants in the Mueller probe who
also pleaded guilty to making false
statements — former Trump campaign
adviser George Papadopoulos, who spent

12 days in prison, and Dutch lawyer Alex
van der Zwaan, who was sentenced to 30
days. Jackson concluded that Wolfe’s
position as head of security for the
Intelligence Committee was an
“aggravating” factor.
The public shame he had endured, and the
loss of his job and reputation, were not
punishment enough, the judge said, but
were rather the “natural consequence of
having chosen to break the law.”
“You made blatant false statements
directly to FBI agents who questioned
you about matters of significance in the
context of an ongoing investigation. And
if anything, the fact that you were a
government official tasked with
responsibility for protecting government
secrets yourself seems to make you more
culpable than van der Zwaan and
Papadopoulos, who held no such
positions,” Jackson said.

While the resolution of this case is itself
notable, it has likely significance in three
other areas: for Mike Flynn, for DOJ’s leak
investigations, and for encrypted messaging
apps.

Emmet Sullivan will
cite this sentence as
precedent
It’s still far from clear that Emmet Sullivan
will be sentencing Mike Flynn three months from
now. Given Trump’s increasingly unstable mood,
Flynn might get pardoned. Or, Flynn might try to
judge shop, citing Sullivan’s invocation of
treason Tuesday.
But if Sullivan does eventually sentence Flynn
and if he still feels inclined to impose some
prison time to punish Flynn for selling out his

country, he can cite both this sentence and the
language Jackson used in imposing it. Like
Wolfe, Flynn occupied a (arguably, the) position
of great responsibility for protecting our
national security. Sullivan seems to agree with
Jackson that, like Wolfe, Flynn should face more
consequences for abusing the public trust. So
Wolfe’s sentence might start a countertrend to
the David Petraeus treatment, whereby the
powerful dodge all responsibility.
(Note, this is a view that Zoe Tillman also
expressed yesterday.)

DOJ may rethink its
approach to using false
statements to avoid the
difficulties of leak
cases
I have zero doubt that DOJ prosecuted Wolfe
because they believe he is Ellen Nakashima’s
source for the story revealing that Carter Page
had been targeted with a FISA order, which is
how they came to focus on him in the first
place. But instead of charging him with that,
they charged him for lying about his contacts
with Nakashima, Ali Watkins, and two other
journalists (and, in their reply to his
sentencing memo, made it clear he had leaked
information to two other young female national
security reporters). In the sentencing phase,
however, the government asked for a significant
upward departure, a two year sentence that would
be equivalent to what he’d face if they actually
had proven him to be Nakashima’s source.
While the government provided circumstantial
evidence he was Nakashima’s source — in part,
her communications to him in the aftermath of
the story — he convincingly rebutted one aspect
of that claim (a suggestion that she changed her
email footer to make her PGP key available to
him). More importantly, he rightly called out

what they were doing, trying to insinuate he had
leaked the FISA information without presenting
evidence.
The government itself admitted no fewer
than four times in its opening
submission that it found no evidence
that Mr. Wolfe disclosed Classified
Information to anyone. See infra Part
I.A. Nonetheless, the government deploys
the word “Classified” 58 times in a
sentencing memorandum about a case in
which there is no evidence of disclosure
of Classified Information—let alone a
charge.
[snip]
The government grudgingly admits that it
lacks evidence that Mr. Wolfe disclosed
Classified Information to anyone. See,
e.g., Gov. Mem. at 1 (“although the
defendant is not alleged to have
disclosed classified information”); id.
at 6 (“notwithstanding the fact that the
FBI did not uncover evidence that the
defendant himself disclosed classified
national security information”); id. at
22 (“[w]hile the investigation has not
uncovered evidence that Wolfe disclosed
classified information”); id. at 25 n.14
(“while Wolfe denied that he ever
disclosed classified information to
REPORTER #2, and the government has no
evidence that he did”).
The Court should see through the
government’s repetition of the word
“Classified” in the hope that the Court
will be confused about the nature of the
actual evidence and charges in this case
and sentence Mr. Wolfe as if he had
compromised such information.1
1 Similarly, the government devotes
multiple pages of its memorandum
describing the classified document that
Mr. Wolfe is not accused of having

disclosed. And although the government
has walked back its initial assertion
that Mr. Wolfe “received, maintained,
and managed the Classified Document”
(Indictment ¶ 18) to acknowledge that he
was merely “involved in coordinating
logistics for the FISA materials to be
transported to the SSCI” (Gov. Mem. at
10), what the government still resists
conceding is the fact that Mr. Wolfe had
no access to read that document, let
alone disclose any part of it. Beyond
providing an explanation of how the
FBI’s investigation arose, that document
has absolutely no relevance to Mr.
Wolfe’s sentencing, but it and its
subject, an individual under
investigation for dealings with Russia
potentially related to the Trump
campaign, likely have everything to do
with the vigor of the government’s
position.

It’s unclear, at this point, whether the
government had evidence against Wolfe but chose
not to use it because it would have required
imposing on Nakashima’s equities (notably, they
appear to be treating Nakashima with more
respect than Ali Watkins, though it may be that
they only chose to parallel construct Ali
Watkins’ comms) and introduce classified
evidence at trial. It may be that Wolfe
genuinely isn’t the culprit.
Or it may be that Wolfe’s operational security
was just good enough to avoid leaving evidence.
Whatever it is, particularly in a culture of
increasing aggressiveness on leaks, the failure
to get Wolfe here may lead DOJ to intensify its
other efforts to pursue leakers using the
Espionage Act.

DOJ might blame Signal

and other encrypted
messaging
apps
for
their failure to find
the Carter Page FISA
culprit
And if DOJ believes they couldn’t prove a real
case against Wolfe because of his operational
security, they may use it to go after Signal and
other encrypted messaging apps.
That’s because Wolfe managed to hide a great
deal of his communications with journalists
until they had sufficient evidence for a Rule 41
warrant to search his phone (which may well mean
they hacked his phone). Here’s what it took to
get Wolfe’s Signal texts.
Once the government discovered that Wolfe was
dating Watkins, they needed to find a way to
investigate him without letting him know he was
a target, which made keeping classified
information particularly difficult. An initial
step involved meeting with him to talk about the
leak investigation — purportedly of others —
which they used as an opportunity to image his
phone.
The FBI obtained court authority to
conduct a delayed-notice search warrant
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b), which
allowed the FBI to image Wolfe’s
smartphone in October 2017. This was
conducted while Wolfe was in a meeting
with the FBI in his role as SSCI
Director of Security, ostensibly to
discuss the FBI’s leak investigation of
the classified FISA material that had
been shared with the SSCI. That search
uncovered additional evidence of Wolfe’s
communications with REPORTER #2, but it
did not yet reveal his encrypted
communications with other reporters.

Imaging the phone was not sufficient to discover
his Signal texts.
Last December and this January, the FBI had two
more interviews with Wolfe where they explicitly
asked him questions about the investigation. At
the first one, even after he admitted his
relationship with Watkins, Wolfe lied about the
conversations he continued to have on Signal.
The government was able to recover and
view a limited number of these encrypted
conversations only by executing a Rule
41 search warrant on the defendant’s
personal smartphone after his January
11, 2018 interview with the FBI. It is
noteworthy that Signal advertises on its
website that its private messaging
application allows users to send
messages that “are always end-to-end
encrypted and painstakingly engineered
to keep your communication safe. We
[Signal] can’t read your messages or see
your calls, and no one else can either.”
See Signal Website, located at
https://signal.org. The government did
not recover or otherwise obtain from any
reporters’ communications devices or
related records the content of any of
these communications.

Then, in a follow-up meeting, he continued to
lie, after which they seized his phone and found
“fragments” of his Signal conversations.
It is noteworthy that Wolfe continued to
lie to the FBI about his contacts with
reporters, even after he was stripped of
his security clearances and removed from
his SSCI job – when he no longer had the
motive he claimed for having lied about
those contacts on December 15. During a
follow-up voluntary interview at his
home on January 11, 2018, Wolfe signed a
written statement falsely answering “no”
to the question whether he provided
REPORTER #2 “or any unauthorized person,

in whole or in part, by way of summary,
or verbal [or] non-verbal confirmation,
the contents of any information
controlled or possessed by SSCI.” On
that same day, the FBI executed a second
search warrant pursuant to which it
physically seized Wolfe’s personal
telephone. It was during this search,
and after Wolfe had spoken with the FBI
on three separate occasions about the
investigation into the leak of
classified information concerning the
FISA application, that the FBI recovered
fragments of his encrypted Signal
communications with REPORTERS #3 and #4.

They specify that this second warrant was a Rule
41 warrant, which would mean it’s possible —
though by no means definite — that they hacked
the phone.
The government was able to recover and
view a limited number of these encrypted
conversations only by executing a Rule
41 search warrant on the defendant’s
personal smartphone after his January
11, 2018 interview with the FBI. It is
noteworthy that Signal advertises on its
website that its private messaging
application allows users to send
messages that “are always end-to-end
encrypted and painstakingly engineered
to keep your communication safe. We
[Signal] can’t read your messages or see
your calls, and no one else can either.”
See Signal Website, located at
https://signal.org.

Mind you, this still doesn’t tell us much
(surely by design). In another mention, they
note Signal’s auto-delete functionality.
Given the nature of Signal
communications, which can be set to
delete automatically, and which are
difficult to recover once deleted, it is

impossible to tell the extent of Wolfe’s
communications with these two reporters.
The FBI recovered 626 Signal
communications between Wolfe and
REPORTER #3, and 106 Signal
communications between Wolfe and
REPORTER #4.

Yet it remains unclear (though probably likely)
that the “recovered” texts were Signal (indeed,
given that he was lying and the only executed
the Rule 41 warrant after he had been
interviewed a second time, he presumably would
have deleted them then if not before). DOJ’s
reply memo also reveals that Wolfe deleted a ton
of his texts to Watkins, as well.
The defendant and REPORTER #2 had an
extraordinary volume of contacts: in the
ten months between December 1, 2016, and
October 10, 2017, alone, they exchanged
more than 25,750 text messages and had
556 phone calls, an average of more than
83 contacts per day. The FBI was unable
to recover a significant portion of
these text messages because they had
been deleted by the defendant.

All of this is to say two things: first, the
government would not pick up Signal texts — at
least not deleted ones — from simply imaging a
phone. Then, using what they specify was a Rule
41 warrant that could indicate hacking, they
were able to obtain Signal. At least some of the
Signal texts the government has revealed predate when his phone was imaged.

That’s still inconclusive as to whether Wolfe
had deleted Signal texts and FBI was able to
recover some of them, or whether they were
unable to find Signal texts that remained on his
phone when they imaged it in October.
Whichever it is, it seems clear that they
required additional methods (and custody of the
phone) to find the Signal texts revealing four
relationships with journalists he had
successfully hidden until that point.
Which is why I worry that the government will
claim it was unable to solve the investigation
into who leaked Carter Page’s FISA order because
of Signal, and use that claim as an excuse to
crack down on the app.

